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Cohomological Hasse principle for
schemes over valuation rings of higher
dimensional local fields
Patrick Forré
˚
Abstract
K. Kato’s conjecture about the cohomological Hasse principle for
regular connected schemes X which are flat and proper over the com-
plete discrete valuation rings ON of higher local fields FN is proven.
This generalizes the work of M. Kerz, S. Saito and U. Jannsen for
finite fields to the case of all higher local fields. For that purpose a
p-alteration theorem for the local uniformization of schemes over valu-
ation rings of arbitrary finite rank and a corresponding Bertini theorem
is developed extending the results of O. Gabber, J. deJong, L. Illusie,
M. Temkin, S. Saito, U. Jannsen to the non-noetherian world. As an
application it is shown that certain motivic cohomology groups of va-
rieties over higher local fields are finite. This is one of the rare cases
where such a result could be shown for schemes without finite or sep-
arably closed residue fields. Furthermore, it will be derived that the
kernels of the reciprocity map ρX : SKN pXq Ñ pi
ab
1 pXq and norm map
NX|F : SKN pXq Ñ K
M
N pFN q modulo maximal p
1-divisible subgroups
are finite for regular X which are proper over a higher local field FN
with final residue characteristic p. This generalizes results of S. Bloch,
K. Kato, U. Jannsen, S. Saito from varieties over finite and local fields
to varieties over higher local fields, both of arbitrary dimensions.
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0 INTRODUCTION 0
0 Introduction
Searching for a suitable framework for generalizing the famous Brauer-Hasse-
Noether exact sequence (cf. [Neu11] Satz III 5.8.)
0 ÝÑ BrpKq ÝÑ
à
p
BrpKpq ÝÑ Q{Z ÝÑ 0,
which expresses a local-global-principle of an algebraic number field K, to
rather general excellent schemes X, K. Kato found the far reaching coho-
mological approach (cf. [Kat86]) by constructing the following complexes of
Gersten-Bloch-Ogus type Cr,bpX,Z{nq for n invertible on X:À
xPX0
Hrpκpxq,Z{npbqq ÐÝ
À
xPX1
Hr`1pκpxq,Z{npb` 1qq ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ÐÝ
À
xPXd
Hr`dpκpxq,Z{npb ` dqq ÐÝ 0,
where
À
xPXa
Hr`apκpxq,Z{npb ` aqq is put in degree a. K. Kato conjec-
tured that these complexes are exact, or equivalently, that their homol-
ogy groups KHr,ba pX,Z{nq vanish for certain values of a, b, r, n (usually r “
supxPX0 cd κpxq and b “ r ´ 1 for n invertible on X, a ą 0).
Since then Kato’s conjectures have been studied for many schemes X over
several arithmetic ground schemes S like the spectra of finite fields, global
fields, the ring of integers of global or local fields and for higher dimensional
(global function) fields (see [Kat86], [JS03], [JS08], [Jan12], [Gei10], [KS12],
et al.), having great effect on the understanding of finiteness results on mo-
tivic cohomology, special values of zeta functions and higher dimensional
class field theory.
As a generalization of finite fields (0-local fields) and local fields (1-local
fields) in this paper we will treat the case of higher local fields (N -local
fields) and their complete discrete valuation rings as ground schemes. For
N ě 1 a N -local field is definied to be the quotient field of a complete dis-
crete valuation ring with a pN ´ 1q-local field as a residue field.
If X is a scheme over a finite field or over the valuation ring of a 1-local
field, thenà
xPX0
H1pκpxq,Z{nq ÐÝ
à
xPX1
H2pκpxq,Z{np1qq ÐÝ
à
xPX2
H3pκpxq,Z{np2qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
is considered as Kato complex (r “ 1, b “ 0) and the following cohomological
Hasse principles are known (cf. [KS12]):
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Theorem 0.1 (U. Jannsen, M. Kerz, S. Saito). 1. If Y is a connected reg-
ular variety proper over a finite field F0, then
KHapY,Z{nq –
"
Z{n, for a “ 0,
0, otherwise,
for n not divisible by the characteristic p “ charpF0q.
As a consequence, for a proper strict normal crossing variety Y over
F0 and any a P Z we have
KHapY,Z{nq – HapΓY ,Z{nq,
where HapΓY ,Z{nq is the homology of the dual complex of Y .
2. If X is a connected regular scheme flat and proper over the valuation
ring O1 of a local field F1, then
KHapX,Z{nq “ 0
for any a P Z and n invertible on O1.
Unfortunately, the analogon of the first result in 0.1 does not hold gen-
erally for varieties X over 1-local fields F1 taking the corresponding Kato
complexà
xPX0
H2pκpxq,Z{np1qq ÐÝ
à
xPX1
H3pκpxq,Z{np2qq ÐÝ
à
xPX2
H4pκpxq,Z{np3qq ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Even in the case where X is a smooth and projective variety over a local
field F1 which has a regular connected model X flat and projective over the
valuation ring O1 with quasi-semistable reduction Y “ Xs,red, where s is the
special point of S “ SpecpO1q, the exact sequence
KHa`1pX,Z{nq ÝÑ KHapX,Z{nq ÝÑ KHapY,Z{nq ÝÑ KHapX,Z{nq
and both kinds of Hasse principles in 0.1 now imply for any a P Z the
isomorphisms
KHapX,Z{nq – HapΓY ,Z{nq
i.g.
‰ 0.
These group vanish for varieties with a smooth Y and a ą 0 (e.g. in the
good reduction case), but not for general strict normal crossing varieties Y
as reduction. So clearly the cohomological Hasse principle is wrong in this
general case of varieties over local fields, and we can not expect it to gener-
alize even further to higher local fields.
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But if we instead consider the generalization of the second result in 0.1
in the case, where X is a scheme over the complete discrete valuation ring
ON of a N -local field, and if we take the Kato complexà
xPX0
HNpκpxq,Z{npN ´ 1qq ÐÝ
à
xPX1
HN`1pκpxq,Z{npNqq ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
then the following result will be proven.
Theorem 0.2 (Kato’s conjecture about the cohomological Hasse principle).
Let X be a regular connected scheme of dimension d ě 1 proper and flat over
the complete discrete valuation ring ON of a N-local field FN , N ą 0.
Then we have
KHapX,Z{nq “ 0
for every a P Z and n not divisible by the final residue characteristic p “
charpF0q of FN .
Since U. Jannsen, S. Saito and K. Sato realized (cf. [JSS14]) that the
Kato complex for a scheme f : X Ñ S arises (up to sign) as the bottom
complex of the E1-layer of the niveau spectral sequence (cf. [BO74]):
E1r,qpXq “
à
xPXprq
Hr`qpxq ùñ Hr`qpXq,
attached to the étale homology theory defined by
HapX,Z{nq :“ H
N`2´a
ét pX, Rf
!Z{npNqSq,
Kato’s conjectures experienced a vast generalization to arbitrary homology
theories. So, in this paper an axiomatic approach and prove of Kato’s conjec-
tures over N -local fields with conditions on the homology theories is given.
And they will be verified for the étale homology theory.
The main idea of the proof of Kato’s conjecture is to relate the oc-
curing scheme X to varieties over a finite field and strongly make use of
weight arguments (cf. [Del80]) and the now proven Bloch-Kato conjecture
(cf. [Voe10], [Voe11], [SJ06], [HW09]) as done in [KS12]. But since during the
usage of a resolution of singularities of schemes over discrete valuation rings
(cf. [Hir64], [CJS09], [CP08], [CP09]) or of Gabber-de-Jong’s ℓ1-alterations
(cf. [Ill09], [dJ96]) information gets lost in the process, the idea of doing in-
duction by N and d by applying a Bertini theorem (cf. [JS12] §1, [SS10] §4)
etc. gets to a halt. To address this problem a new p-alteration theorem for
the local uniformization of schemes Xˆ over the whole rank-N -valuation ring
O of the N -local field F is developed:
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Theorem 0.3 (p-alteration for a local uniformization of schemes over valu-
ation rings). Let Xˆ be integral and flat and of finite type over Sˆ “ SpecpOq,
fˆ : XˆÑ Sˆ, and let Zˆ be a proper closed subset of Xˆ.
Then after suitable p-alterations the map fˆ Zariski-locally is given by a com-
position of algebra homomorphisms
O Ñ
OrX1, . . . , Xss
pt1 ´M1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tN ´MN q
Ñ C, (A)
where the first map is the canonical map and the second map is étale and
t1, . . . , tN is an ordered system of parameters of O and M1, . . . ,MN are
pairwise coprime monomials in the Xi such that if Mj “
śs
i“1X
eji
i then
gcdpej1, . . . , ejs, pq “ 1 for all j “ 1, . . . , N . Furthermore, (A) can be choosen
such that Zˆ in the middle is given by the zero set V pX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xrq for a r ď s.
The proof uses noetherian approximation, the strongest version of Gabber-
deJong-Illusie-Temkin p-alteration theorem for quasi-excellent schemes (cf.
[ILO14] X Thm. 3.5, [Tem15] Thm. 4.3.1), a resolution result for monoids
in totally ordered groups (cf. [GR03] Thm. 6.1.31), resolution of toric sin-
gularities (cf. [Kat94], [Niz06], [ILO14]) and hands-on concrete computations.
Furthermore, the following Bertini theorem over valuation rings is needed
and shown:
Theorem 0.4 (Bertini theorem over valuation rings). Let fˆ : XˆÑ Sˆ and Zˆ
be locally given as in (A). Let i : Xˆ ãÑ Pq
Sˆ
be a fixed embedding, q P N.
Then after a multiple embedding of i there exists a O-rational hyperplane H
intersecting Xˆ and every reduction of every irreducible component of every
multiple intersection of Zˆ transversally and such that fˆ| : XˆXH Ñ Sˆ, ZˆXH
and Zˆ Y pXˆ XHq still have a description as in (A).
For an application of the cohomological Hasse principle and the alter-
ation theorem we consider Bloch’s higher Chow groups (cf. [Blo86], [Lev04],
[Gei04]) CHqpX, sq. A folklore conjecture states that these groups are finitely
generated for schemes over arithmetic ground schemes. A positive result in
this direction for S “ SpecpONq the spectrum of a complete discrete valua-
tion ring of a N -local field, p the final residue characteristic, is the following.
Theorem 0.5 (Finite motivic cohomology groups). 1. Bloch’s higher Chow
groups with finite coefficients
CHqpX, 2q ´ r;Z{nq,
are finite for p ∤ n and schemes X which are separated and of finite type
over ON of pure dimension and if 0 ď r ď q`1 or q ě N`dimS X´1.
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2. If X is connected, regular and proper and flat over S, then the étale
cycle map (cf. [Blo86], [GL01], [Lev04], [Gei04])
ρ
r,q
X,n : CH
qpX, 2q ´ r;Z{nq Ñ Hr
ét
pX,Z{npqqq
is an isomorphism of finite groups for p ∤ n and if 0 ď r ď q or
q ě N ` dimS X´ 1, and is injective for r “ q ` 1.
These results generalize the results of S. Saito and M. Kerz (cf. [KS12],
[CTSS83], [Sai85b]) where their ground schemes always had finite residue
fields to the case of a higher local field of any dimension.
As a further application of the cohomological Hasse principle we will
consider higher dimensional unramified abelian class field theory of regular
and proper varieties X over N -local fields FN . For this, let πab1 pXq be the
abelianized étale fundamental group of X classifying the finite abelian étale
covers of X, and ρX be the push-forward map of the sum of K. Kato’s local
reciprocity maps (cf. [Kat82a])
ρx : KMN pκpxqq ÝÑ Gal
ab
κpxq
of closed points x P X. The reciprocity law (cf. [Sai85a]) says that for proper
X this map factors through
SKNpXq :“ coker
˜à
yPX1
KMN`1pκpyqq
B
ÝÑ
à
xPX0
KMN pκpxqq
¸
,
where B is the boundary map coming from Milnor-K-theory and Xa is the
set of a-dimensional points of X.
One main challenge of the class field theory of X is the understanding of
the kernel of ρX . Since higher dimensional class field theory (modulo n) can
be deduced from the above niveau spectral sequence of the étale homology
theory (cf. [JS03]) the above cohomological Hasse principle now relate the
class field theory of X over a N -local field FN with some reductions Y over
the corresponding finite field F0, p “ charpF0q. And the following theorem
will be deduced.
Theorem 0.6. The kernel of the reciprocity map ker ρX is the direct sum of
a finite group and a group which is ℓ-divisible for all ℓ ‰ p.
Furthermore, the kernel of the norm map modulo maximal p1-divisible sub-
group
NX|FN : SKNpXq{ SKN pXqp1´Div Ñ K
M
N pFNq{K
M
N pFN qp1´Div
is finite as well.
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This theorem generalizes the results of S. Bloch, K. Kato, S. Saito, U.
Jannsen and the author (cf. [Blo81], [Sai85a], [JS03], [For15], [For12]) from
curves, surfaces, varieties resp., over finite and local fields to varieties over
higher local fields, both of arbitrary dimensions.
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1 Geometry over valuation rings
Definition 1.1. Let pΓ,`,ąq be a totally ordered abelian group of finite rank
N .
1. A subgroup H Ď Γ is called convex if for all x, y P H and z P Γ we
have:
x ă z ă y ùñ z P H.
2. An ordered basis of Γ is a tupel pv1, . . . , vNq of N elements vi P Γ with
0 ă v1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă vN such that for every convex subgroup H Ď Γ there is
a subset of tv1, . . . , vNu building a Z-basis for H.
3. Let F be a valued field with valuation v : Fˆ Ñ Γ, and corresponding
valuation ring O. An ordered system of parameters of F with respect to
v are elements t1, . . . , tn P O such that pvpt1q, . . . , vptnqq is an ordered
basis of vpFˆq.
Note that the prime ideals of O correspond one-to-one to the convex subgroups
of vpFˆq (cf. [GR03]).
Definition 1.2. Let O be a valuation ring with valuation group Γ of finite
rank N and p ě 0 the residue characteristic of O. An integral scheme Xˆ with
a flat map fˆ : Xˆ Ñ Sˆ :“ SpecpOq of finite type is called with poly-quasi-
semi-stable reduction if fˆ Zariski-locally is given by a composition of algebra
homomorphisms
AÑ B “
ArX1, . . . , Xss
pt1 ´M1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tN ´MN q
Ñ C, (1)
where the first map is the canonical map and the second map is étale and
t1, . . . , tN is an ordered system of parameters of the valuation ring A and
M1, . . . ,MN are pairwise coprime monomials in the Xi such that if Mj “śs
i“1X
eji
i then gcdpej1, . . . , ejs, pq “ 1 for all j “ 1, . . . , N .
A closed and reduced subscheme Zˆ Ď Xˆ of a scheme with poly-quasi-semi-
stable reduction is called a simple normal crossing divisor if there is a local
representation like (1) such that Zˆ is given by V pX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xrq for a r ď s.
Remark 1.3. Let fˆ : XˆÑ Sˆ “ SpecpOq be flat of finite type with poly-quasi-
semi-stable reduction and p Ď O the height one prime ideal and Wˆ “ V ppq “
SpecpO{pq.
1. fˆ is of finite presentation (cf. [RG71] 3.4.7) and generically smooth.
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2. B in 1.2 can be written as
B “ AbZrNN s ZrN
ss,
where the generators of the monoids correspond to the Xi, the tj, resp.,
and the images of the tj are the Mj. These define monoidally smooth
Zariski fs log structures (cf. [Kat94], [Niz06]) such that the map is log
smooth (cf. [Kat94] §8) and (log) integral (cf. [Kat89] 4.1, [ILO14] X
3.6.1 + 3.6.5) between them.
3. Yˆ “ fˆ´1pWˆ qred is a simple normal crossing divisor of Xˆ, since locally it
corresponds to V pX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xrq, where X1, . . . , Xr are exactly the variables
occuring in M1 ¨ ¨ ¨MN .
4. If Zˆ Ď Xˆ is a simple normal crossing divisior which is flat over Sˆ, then
Zˆ is given by V pXr`1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xtq for a t ď s and Zˆ Y Yˆ is also a simple
normal crossing divisor, given by V pX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xtq.
5. Let Yˆ “
Ť
i Yˆi be the union of its irreducible components Yˆi of Yˆ . An
irreducible component Vˆ of a multiple intersection Yˆk1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Yˆkm is
then flat of finite type over Wˆ with poly-quasi-semi-stable reduction and
simple normal crossing divisor Zˆ X Vˆ .
Indeed, locally such a Yˆi is then given by V pXin, . . . , XiNq with some
variables Xik | Mk for k “ n, . . . , N , where tn, . . . , tN are all the
parameters lying in p. Then Vˆ is given by V pXk1n, . . . , XkmNq (and
Xkik ∤M1 ¨ ¨ ¨Mn´1). So fˆ ˆSˆ Wˆ |Vˆ is then locally given by
A{pÑ
A{prX1, . . . ,
✭
✭
✭
✭
✭
✭
✭
✭
Xk1n, . . . , XkmN , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xss
pt1 ´M1, . . . , tn´1 ´Mn´1q
Ñ C{pC,
and Zˆ X Vˆ in this representation is given by V pXr`1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xtq.
6. Now assume that Op is a discrete valuation ring, and consider the pull-
back X˜ “ Xˆ ˆSˆ S˜ of Xˆ to S˜ “ SpecpOpq. Then X˜ is regular and its
closed subscheme Z˜ “ pZˆ ˆSˆ S˜qred is a simple normal crossing divisor
(both in the classical sense).
Indeed, the log structure on S˜ is Zariski and log regular ( [Kat94] §1)
and f˜ : X˜ Ñ S˜ is log smooth. It follows that the log structure on X˜ is
also log regular ( [Kat94] 8.2) and still monoidally smooth. By [Niz06]
5.2, , [ILO14] VIII 3.4.4, resp., X˜ is then regular and its closed sub-
scheme Z˜ “ pZˆ ˆSˆ S˜qred is a normal crossing divisor, which is even a
simple normal crossing divisor since the log structure is Zariski.
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7. Note, that the reduced fibres Xˆm,red in general are not simple normal
crossing varieties. Even in the case where the valuation ring is "‘glued"’
by complete discrete valuation rings the multiple intersections of the
irreducible components of Xˆm,red are regular, but they might not be of
the correct dimension to build a simple normal crossing variety.
Theorem 1.4 (Bertini theorem over valuation rings). Let O be a valuation
ring with valuation group of finite rank N , Sˆ “ SpecpOq with closed point
s “ p P Sˆ “ SpecpOq, Wˆ “ tyu Ď Sˆ the codimension one closed subset. Let
fˆ : Xˆ Ñ Sˆ be flat and projective with poly-quasi-semi-stable reduction with
simple normal crossing divisor Zˆ Ě fˆ´1pWˆ qred. Let i : Xˆ ãÑ P
q
Sˆ
be a fixed
embedding, q P N.
1. Let H be a O-rational hyperplane in Pq
Sˆ
such that Hs intersects every
irreducible component V of the reduction of every multiple intersection´
Zˆi1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Zˆir
¯
s
transversally in Xˆs. Then Zˆ Y pH X Xˆq is a simple
normal crossing divisor of Xˆ and fˆ | : H X Xˆ Ñ Sˆ has poly-quasi-
semi-stable reduction with dimpH X Xˆq “ dim Xˆ´ 1 and simple normal
crossing divisor H X Zˆ.
2. If O{p is infinite then there exists a O-rational hyperplane H like in 1.)
intersecting all the V transversally and such that V XH is irreducible
whenever dimV ě 2, and H X Xˆ is integral in case dim Xˆy ě 2.
3. If O{p is finite then the same statement as in 2.) is true after replacing
i by a multiple embedding of i.
Proof. 1.) Similar arguments as in [JS12] Thm. 1 apply. Let x P Xˆ be a
closed point and
AÑ B “
ArX1, . . . , Xss
pt1 ´M1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tN ´MN q
Ñ C (1)
be the local description. x then corresponds in SpecpBq to the ideal m “
p ` pX1, . . . , Xsq and Zˆ to V pX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xrq. The reduction of the intersection
of all irreducible components of Zˆ in SpecpBq is given by V “ V pIq, where
I “ p` pX1, . . . , Xrq. Then dimV “ dimB{I “ s´ r.
Let the hyperplane H in SpecpBq be given by V phq. In case H does not
run through x (e.g. when dimV “ 0) then h R m and therefore is invertible
in a neighbourhood of x in SpecpBq. So replacing C by a localization the
description (1) stays the same.
For s´ r ě 1 the fact that H intersects V transversally translates to 0 ‰ h P
m{pm2 ` Iq. Then h ” as´r`1Xs´r`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` asXs mod pm2 ` Iq with some
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ai P A, where at least one, let say as, is not vanishing. So we can assume
that as P Aˆ. For short let B˜ be like B as in (1) but without the Xs. Then
B “ B˜rXss. The element d :“ BhBXs ” as R m. Then the map fˆ around x
localizes to
AÑ B1 :“ B˜rT s Ñ B˜rXssd “ Bd Ñ Cd, T ÞÑ h,
where the last two maps are étale. The divisor Zˆ Y pH X Xˆq is in SpecpB1q
then given by V pX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xr ¨ T q.
Similarly the map fˆ | around x on H X X is locally given by
AÑ B˜ “ B˜rT s{pT q Ñ B˜rXssd{phq “ Bd{phq Ñ C{phq,
where the last two maps are étale. The closed subscheme H X Zˆ of H XX is
in SpecpB˜q still given by V pX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xrq.
2.+3.) The existence of the hypersurface Hs follows from the Bertini theorem
over the residue field O{p with [Jou83] and [Poo04]. Any O-rational lift H
for Hs will by 1.) then do.
Definition 1.5. Let p ě 0 be either a prime or p “ 0.
1. A morphism fˆ : Xˆ Ñ Sˆ is called maximally dominating, if it sends
generic points to generic points.
2. A morphism b : Xˆ1 Ñ Xˆ is called alteration, if it is quasi-compact, sepa-
rated, universally closed, maximally dominating, surjective and gener-
ically finite. Carefully note that we explicitely refrain the morphism
from being "locally of finite type" (i.e. from being proper, cf. [ILO14]
X 3.3.1)! This is done to include the case in 1.6.
3. A morphism b : Xˆ1 Ñ Xˆ is called p-alteration if it is an alteration
and the induced residue field extensions of the generic points are all of
p-power degrees (where "p-power" is defined to be 1 in case p “ 0).
4. A morphism fˆ 1 : Xˆ1 Ñ Sˆ 1 is called pseudo-projective if it factors as a
local isomorphism followed by a projective map (cf. [ILO14] X §3.1.6).
Note that by [ILO14] X 3.1.7 (ii) a quasi-projective map is the same as
a separated pseudo-projective map.
Lemma 1.6. Let A Ď B be integral domains with B integral over A and
rQuotpBq : QuotpAqs ă 8. Then the induced map g : SpecpBq Ñ SpecpAq is
an integral alteration (but not necessarily locally of finite type).
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Proof. By assumption g is integral, generically finite, maximally dominating
and affine, thus separated and quasi-compact. g is surjective by the going-
up theorem (cf. [AM69] Thm. 5.10) and universally closed by the valuation
criterion (cf. [Gro61] 7.3.8).
Theorem 1.7 (p-altered local uniformization of schemes over valuation
rings). Let O be a valuation ring with valuation group Γ of finite rank N P N,
Sˆ :“ SpecpOq and p ě 0 its residue characteristic. Let fˆ : XˆÑ Sˆ be a maxi-
mally dominating morphism of finite type and Zˆ Ď Xˆ a nowhere-dense closed
subset. Then there exist:
(a) an integral p-alteration a : Sˆ 1 Ñ Sˆ, where Sˆ 1 “ SpecpO1q with O1 the
integral closure of O in a finite field extension of p-power degree (and
thus an integrally closed semi-local ring),
(b) a p-alteration b : Xˆ1 Ñ Xˆ which is the compositum of projective maps
with a base change of a,
(c) a pseudo-projective and flat fˆ 1 : Xˆ1 Ñ Sˆ 1 of finite presentation with
fˆ ˝ b “ a ˝ fˆ 1:
Xˆ1
b //
fˆ 1

Xˆ
fˆ

Sˆ 1
a // Sˆ,
such that after localizing at any closed point of Sˆ 1 the scheme Xˆ1 has poly-
quasi-semi-stable reduction via fˆ 1 and simple normal crossing divisor
Zˆ 1 “
´
b´1pZˆ Y fˆ´1pWˆ qq
¯
red
,
where Wˆ Ď Sˆ is the codimension-one closed subscheme.
Remark 1.8. 1. If fˆ in 1.7 is separated (proper, resp.) then fˆ 1 can be
assumed to be quasi-projective (projective, resp.) by [ILO14] X 3.1.7
(ii).
2. If for some reason in 1.7 the map a is locally of finite type, then a is
finite and b is projective. Indeed, a map is finite if and only if it is
integral and locally of finite type.
3. If O is henselian in 1.7 then O1 is a valuation ring as well.
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4. The alteration theorem 1.7 will be applied to the henselian valuation
ring O “ OpNqN of a N-local field FN (see 2.1). The map a in 1.7 is
then given as the extension of valuation rings a# : OpNqN Ñ O
1pNq
N “ O
1
of a finite field extension F 1N |FN , which in general is not (!) finite.
Furthermore, let Op1qm be a complete discrete valuation ring in the con-
struction of O then Op1qm “ Opm´1{pmOpm´1. The corresponding fibre
along a is then givesn by the algebra:
O
1 bO O
p1q
m “ O
1
p1m´1
{pmO
1
p1m´1
,
which also in general need not (!) to be a finitely generated Op1qm -module.
But we have the following property which will be exploited in its appli-
cation:
pO1 bO O
p1q
m qred “ pO
1
p1m´1
{pmO
1
p1m´1
qred “ O
1
p1m´1
{p1mO
1
p1m´1
“ O1
p1q
m
is a finitely generated Op1qm -module since it is the integral closure of the
excellent ring Op1qm in the finite field extension F 1m|Fm (see 2.2). So the
maps
am,red :
`
a´1pSpecpOp1qm qq
˘
red
“ SpecpO1
p1q
m q Ñ SpecpO
p1q
m q
are finite (!) for m “ 1, . . . , N . And the corresponding maps bm,red in
1.7 are then projective, m “ 1, . . . , N .
5. In the first version of this paper a ℓ1-alteration theorem was stated and
proved with help of [ILO14] X Thm. 3.5. But with help of the newer
[Tem15] Thm. 4.3.1 the theorem 1.7 could also be improved to only use
p-alterations.
Proof of 1.7. W.l.o.g. Zˆ can be replaced by Zˆ Y fˆ´1pWˆ q, where Wˆ is the
codimension one closed subscheme of Sˆ. Furthermore, by separating the ir-
reducible components of Xˆ and taking the reduced structure one can assume
Xˆ to be integral. fˆ then becomes flat ( [Bou72] Ch.VI §3.6 Lem. 1). fˆ is
then of finite presentation by [RG71] 3.4.7, and the closed subset Zˆ can be
given a scheme structure of finite presentation over Sˆ.
Let Λ :“ impZÑ Oqppq (i.e. Λ “ Q, Fp or Zppq). Then O can be written as a
union O “
Ť
iRi of finitely generated Λ-algebras Ri Ď O, which are noethe-
rian, quasi-excellent and by [Tem15] Thm. 1.2.4 universally p-resolvable. By
noetherian approximation [Gro66] Thm. 8.8.2 (ii) there exists an index i,
a scheme X with a nowhere-dense closed subscheme Z Ď X and a maxi-
mally dominating morphism of finte type f : X Ñ S “ SpecpRiq such that
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Xˆ “ XˆS Sˆ, Zˆ “ Z ˆS Sˆ, fˆ “ f ˆS Sˆ.
By the p-alteration theorem of Gabber-deJong-Illusie-Temkin for noetherian
quasi-excellent schemes [Tem15] Thm. 4.3.1 (also cf. [ILO14] X Thm. 3.5)
there are projective p-alterations a : S 1 Ñ S, b : X1 Ñ X with regular sources,
a pseudo-projective morphism f 1 : X1 Ñ S 1 compatible with f, a, b and snc
divisorsW 1 Ď S 1 and Z 1 Ď X1 such that Z 1 “ b´1pZqYf 1´1pW 1q and the mor-
phism f 1 : pX1, Z 1q Ñ pS 1,W 1q is log smooth (cf. [Kat89] §3). W.l.o.g we now
can assume X1 to be projective over S 1. Locally around a closed point f 1 is
then (cf. [Kat89] 3.5 + 3.6) given by the compositum of ring homomorphisms
AÑ B “ AbZrP s ZrQs Ñ C, (2)
where the last map is étale, ϕ : P Ñ Q is a monoid morphisms between fine
and saturated monoids whose generators correspond to local equations of the
sncd W 1 and Z 1. Furthermore, The corresponding map ϕgp : P gp Ñ Qgp is
injective and the torsion of its cokernel is finite of order prime to p.
We now take the base change with ˆSSˆ. The projective p-alteration S 1 ˆS
Sˆ Ñ Sˆ becomes then finite over the valuation ring. Let Sˆ 1 be the normal-
isation of an irreducible component of S 1 ˆS Sˆ. Then Sˆ 1 “ SpecpO1q with
a semi-local ring O1 (cf. [Bou72] VI §8.3 Rem., §8.5 Thm.2). And the map
Sˆ 1 Ñ Sˆ is then an integral p-alteration by 1.6 (Note that we here make use
of the relaxed definition of p-alterations, which might not be locally of finite
type). Now take another base change with ˆS1ˆS SˆSˆ
1 and get Xˆ2 “ X1 ˆS Sˆ 1
over Sˆ 1, which is then locally still given as in (2).
In this presentation the ring A can be chosen to be a valuation ring ( [Bou72]
VI §8.3 Rem.) which is étale and generically finite over O1 with a totally
ordered valuation group Γ1 of rank N .
Let ai be the images of the generators of P in A. Since there are only finitely
many ai by [GR03] Thm. 6.1.31 there is an ordered system of parameters
t1, . . . , tN of A, whose generated monoid P 1 is free and contains the ai up
to units ǫi P Aˆ. Because the torsion of cokerpϕgpq is prime to p, there is
a étale extension A Ñ A1 such that these units can be transformed into the
generators of Q after a basechange to A1. So w.l.o.g. we can assume that the
ai lie in P 1 and the map P Ñ A1 factors through P Ñ P 1 Ď A1. Now replace
A1 with A again and let Q1 “ Q‘P P 1 be the monoidal pushout of Q and P 1
along P Ñ P 1. Then we have
B “ AbZrP s ZrQs “ AbZrP 1s ZrQ
1s (3)
and Q1 and P 1 give the log structures on Xˆ2 and Sˆ 1.
Now the issue that Q1 might not be a free monoid is treated. We apply to
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SpecpCq (i.e. to SpecpZrQ1sq and then pullback) the monoidal desingulari-
sation functor (cf. [ILO14] VIII 3.4.9), which is composed of a sequence of
saturated log blow ups. The resulting scheme locally is then of the form
SpecpZrQ2sq with a free monoid Q2 and an injective map Q1 Ñ Q2 with
pQ2qgp – pQ1qgp. Taking the composite of the canonical map to the base
change of (3) we get
AÑ A bZrP 1s ZrQ
2s “ B bZrQ1s ZrQ
2s Ñ C bZrQ1s ZrQ
2s “: C 1 (4)
where the second map is étale. Explicitely we have
B1 :“ AbZrP 1s ZrQ
2s “
ArX1, . . . , Xss
pt1 ´M1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tN ´MN q
(5)
with some monomials Mi.
Since saturated log blow ups can be globalized on Xˆ2 (cf. [Niz06] §4) we end
up with a proper transform Xˆ1 and a projective birational map Xˆ1 Ñ Xˆ2
whose composite to Sˆ 1 is étale locally of the form (4) and (5). Since Xˆ1 is
dominating Sˆ 1, the corresponding map is flat (cf. [Bou72] Ch.VI §3.6 Lem.
1).
Around a closed point x P Xˆ1 in the very special fibre of SpecpAq, the point x
corresponds in the local description to the maximal ideal m “ p`pX1, . . . , Xsq
in B, where p is the maximal ideal of A. Localizing on m then makes AÑ B
flat by descent [GW10] 14.12. Now the special choice of the monomials will
be derived by iterative reduction of the overall degree of M1 ¨ ¨ ¨MN . First it
is shown that we can choose the Mk such that there is no pair i ‰ j with
Mi |Mj .
In the valuation ring either tj | ti or ti | tj holds. In the first case we had
ti “ t
1
itj with a t
1
i P A and Mj “M
1
jMi with a monomial M
1
j . We then have:
tjpt
1
iM
1
j ´ 1q ” tjt
1
iM
1
j ´ tj ” tiM
1
j ´ tj ”MiMj ´ tj ”Mj ´ tj ” 0.
By flatness tj is not a zero divisor onB1. So t1iM
1
j´1 P pt1 ´M1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tN ´MNq,
which is a contradiction to the fact that the parameters tk can not be A-linear
combined to ´1. So the case ti | tj can not occur.
In the second case we have tj “ t1jti with a t
1
j P A and Mj “M
1
jMi as before.
In this case we have:
tipt
1
j ´M
1
jq ” tit
1
j ´MiM
1
j ” tj ´Mj ” 0.
By flatness ti is not zero divisor on B1. So M 1j ” t
1
j and we can replace the
relation tj ´Mj by t1j ´M
1
j . Then t1, . . . , t
1
j, . . . , tN still is an ordered system
of parameters and the overall degree drops. Repeating this process will give
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a representation as in (4) and (5) with no Mi dividing any Mj , j ‰ i.
Now assume there still were a monomialMi having a common variable with a
Mj , j ‰ i. Consider the monomial W “ gcdpMi,Mjq ‰ 1. Then Mi “M 1iW
and Mj “ M 1jW with coprime monomials M
1
i ,M
1
j . W.l.o.g. assume the case
tj “ t
1
jti (otherwise swap i and j). Then we get:
tipM
1
j ´ t
1
jM
1
iq ” pM
1
iW qpM
1
j ´ t
1
jM
1
iq ”M
1
ipMj ´ t
1
jM
1
iq ”M
1
iptj ´ t
1
jtiq ” 0.
Again by flatness ti is not a zero divisor on B1 and we get that M 1j ´ t
1
jM
1
i
lies in the ideal pt1 ´M1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tN ´MN q. Again since the parameters tk can
not A-linear combined to 1 there must be at least one index k such that
Mk | M
1
j | Mj . Since degM
1
j ă degMj we have k ‰ j. But this was ruled
out by the previous arguments. So the monomials Mk can be assumed to be
pairwise coprime.
Furthermore, because the torsion of the group
cokerppP 1qgp Ñ pQ2qgpq – cokerppP 1qgp Ñ pQ1qgpq – cokerpP gp Ñ Qgpq
is finite of order prime to p and the Mk are pairwise coprime the special form
of the exponents in the monomials follows.
Throughout this construction the closed subset Zˆ 1 is locally given by the
vanishing of a product of generators of the monoids, i.e. w.l.o.g. by a zero
set V pX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xrq in (5).
SpecpCq //
ét

Xˆ1 //
b
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
fˆ 1
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲
✲ Sˆ
1 ˆS X
1
f 1ˆS Sˆ
1

// Sˆ ˆS X
1
bˆSS
1
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
////
f 1ˆSS
1

X1
b
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂
f 1

SpecpBq

Xˆ
fˆ

// X
f

Sˆ // S
SpecpAq // Sˆ 1 //
a
44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
Sˆ ˆS S
1
aˆSS
1
<<①①①①①①①①①
// S 1
a
^^❂❂❂❂❂❂❂❂
For later induction arguments we needed the degrees of the p-alterations
in 1.7 to be 1, but this is not even clear for relative curves. Instead we
will prove the following resolution of singularities result for curves X with
ordinary double points concerning the existence of a simple normal crossing
model X. We then can inductively take models of Xs,red and so on.
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Theorem 1.9. Let X “
Ť
iXi be a scheme of dimX “ 1 separated and
of finite type and with simple normal crossings over the field of fractions
K of an excellent henselian discrete valuation ring OK (i.e. the irreducible
components Xi are regular and meet each other transversally) and let W Ď X
be a finite set of closed points disjoint from the singular points of X. Then
there is a scheme X “
Ť
iXi over OK with X –K Xη such that X and
Xrks :“
ž
i0ăi1ă¨¨¨ăik
Xi0 ˆX Xi1 ˆX . . .ˆX Xik
for all k ě 0 are flat, separated and of finite type over OK with quasi-semi-
stable reduction such that the Xrks are all regular andWYXs,red andWYX
rks
s,red
are simple normal crossing divisors, where W is the Zariski closure of W in
the corresponding scheme. If X is proper/projective over K, then X can be
chosen to be proper/projective over OK .
Proof. Let s, η be the special and the generic point of S “ SpecpOKq, resp..
Let Xi be the (regular) irreducible components of X and Zi be the finite
subscheme of intersection points on Xi and Wi “ W X Xi. By [CJS09]
Cor. 0.4 every Xi has a regular model X1i. Now consider the divisor Di :“
X1i,s Y pZi YWi
X1iqred on X1i. Again using resolution of singularities [CJS09]
Cor. 0.4 + remark (!) there are blow-up morphisms fi : Xi Ñ X1i, such
that Xi is regular, f
´1
i pDiq is a simple normal crossing divisor and fi is an
isomorphism outside the singularities of Di (not only of X1i). In particular,
we have that Xi,η – X1i,η – Xi, and that pZi
Xi
qred is regular, i.e. for z P Zi we
have tzu
Xi
red – SpecpBq, where B is the unique henselian discrete valuation
ring extension in κpzq (cf. [Mil80] Thm. 4.2). This uniqueness result allows
us to glue (cf. [Sch05] Cor. 3.9) the Xi along the closed subschemes pZi
Xi
qred
to get a scheme X with the wanted properties. Also see [Das15].
2 Cohomological Hasse principle
The main source for higher local fields and their class field theory are [Kat82a],
[Kat00], [Fes91d], [Fes91a], [Fes91b], [Fes91c], [Fes93], [Fes95], [Fes96], [FK00],
[FV02] and [Ras95] or [Mor12] for a summary.
Definition 2.1 (Higher local fields).
1. • A 0-local field F0 is defined to be a finite field.
• A N-local field FN , N ě 1, is a complete discrete valuated field
whose residue field FN´1 is a pN ´ 1q-local field.
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• So, a 1-local field F1 is the same as a local field.
A higher local field F is a N-local field FN for some N ě 0, and
we will also address it with the tupel of its consecutive residue fields
pF “ FN , FN´1, . . . , F0q. We usally put p “ charpF0q.
2. For every 1 ď m ď N let Om “ O
p1q
m be the complete discrete valua-
tion ring of Fm and put Sm “ SpecpO
p1q
m q with its generic point ηm “
SpecpFmq and special point sm “ SpecpFm´1q. With η0 “ SpecpF0q we
then have sm`1 “ ηm “ SpecpFmq for all 0 ď m ď N .
3. Let Cm “ SchsftpSmq be the category of all schemes separated and of
finite type over Sm and put C0 “ SchsftpF0q.
4. For 2 ď i ď m inductively put Opiqm “ tx P O
p1q
m | x P O
pi´1q
m´1 u. Then O “
O
pNq
N is called the rank-N -valuation ring of F . It is known (cf. [Mor12])
to be a henselian valuation ring of dimension N , the residue fields of its
ideals 0 “ pN Ĺ pN´1 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ p0 are exactly given by pFN , FN´1, . . . , F0q.
Its value group is Fˆ{Oˆ – ZN (lexicographically ordered). Put Sˆ “
SpecpO
pNq
N q.
5. For an irreducible scheme f : X Ñ Sm essentially of finite type over
Sm we define
dimSm X :“ trdeg
´
KpXredq : KpfpXqredq
¯
` dim fpXq,
where fpXq denotes the topological closure of the image of X in Sm and
dim the usual Krull dimension in the Zariski topology. For an integer
a P Z, furthermore, put
Xpaq :“ tx P X | dimS txu “ au.
Note, for x P X we have
dimS txu “ trdegpκpxq : κpfpxqqq ` dim tfpxqu.
Remark 2.2. Let FN be a N-local field and F 1N |FN be a finite extension.
The valuation rings in the construction of F 1N are then obtained inductively
as follows: For m “ N,N ´ 1, . . . , 1 the integral closure of Op1qm in F 1m is
a complete discrete valuation ring O1p1qm , which is finite (!) over O
p1q
m since
F 1m|Fm is finite and complete discrete valuation rings are excellent. The
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corresponding residue field extensions F 1m´1|Fm´1 are then also finite and the
induction can continue.
Furthermore, the rank-k-valuation rings O1pkqm of F
1
m are then the integral
closure of Opkqm in F 1m. Indeed, since O
pkq
m is henselian its integral closure in
F 1m is a valuation ring, which is dominated by O
1pkq
m . So they must coincide.
Definition/Lemma 2.3 (Étale homology theory). Fix 1 ď m ď N and an
integer n P Z not divisible by charpFm´1q. For f : X Ñ Sm in Cm we then
define the étale homology groups by
Hpmqa pX,Z{nq :“ HapX|Sm,Z{nq :“ H
m`2´a
ét
pX, Rf !Z{npmqSmq,
where Z{npbqSm is the sheaf µ
bb
n on Sm and Rf
! is the right adjoint of Rf!
defined in [AGV73] XVIII, 3.1.4 or [Fu11] §8.4.
Then by [JS03], [KS12] or [JSS14] this defines a homology theory pHpmqa qaPZ
on Cm, the so called étale homology theory over Sm, i.e. the H
pmq
a are co-
variant functorial for proper maps and contravariant functorial for open im-
mersions in Cm, and for every closed immersion in Cm there is a localization
sequence which is functorial for open immersions and proper maps in Cm.
Proposition 2.4. The étale homology theories have the following properties:
CMP: When restricted to Schsftpηmq “ Schsftpsm`1q the étale homology theo-
ries satisfy
Hpmq – Hpm`1qr1s
in a natural way.
LVL: pH
pmq
a qaPZ is leveled above e “ 0, i.e.
Hpmqa pXq “ 0,
whenever X is an affine, regular and connected scheme in Cm and a ă
dimSm X.
NSS: There is a first quadrant niveau spectral sequence of homological type
Epmq,1r,q pX,Z{nq “
à
xPXprq
H
m`r´q
Gal pκpxq,Z{npm`r´1qq ùñ H
pmq
r`qpX,Z{nq,
which is covariant for proper maps and contravariant for open im-
mersions in Cm. Furthermore, E
pmq,1
r,q pX,Z{nq is supported in the area
0 ď r ď dimSm X and 0 ď q ď m` r.
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KH: The Kato homology groups
KHpmqa pX,Z{nq :“ E
pmq,2
a,0 pX,Z{nq,
define a homology theory pKHpmqa qaPZ on Cm and the edge morphisms
ǫaX : H
pmq
a pXq ÝÑ E
pmq,2
a,0 pXq “ KH
pmq
a pXq
induce a morphism of homology theories ǫ : Hpmq ÝÑ KHpmq.
DSS: For every X “
Ť
iPI Xi in Cm covered by a finite ordered number of
closed subschemes Xi Ď X, we have natural bounded convergent descent
spectral sequences of homological type
E
pmq,1
a,b “ H
pmq
b pX
rasq +3
ǫ

H
pmq
a`bpXq
ǫ

1E
pmq,1
a,b “ KH
pmq
b pX
rasq +3 KH
pmq
a`bpXq,
which are naturally compatible via the edge morphisms, where we put
Xrks :“
ž
i0ăi1ă¨¨¨ăik
Xi0 ˆX Xi1 ˆX . . .ˆX Xik
to be disjoint union of k-fold intersections of the corresponding sub-
schemes, k ě 0.
PB: Pullback: For any embeddable morphism f : X1 Ñ X (i.e. factors
through a closed subscheme of a smooth one) between connected regu-
lar schemes in Cm with dimSmpX
1q “ dimSmpXq there exist functorial
pullback morphisms f˚ on Hpmqa and KHpmqa compatible with the edge
morphisms and extending the pullback for open immersions, and such
that f˚ ˝ f˚ is the multiplication by degpX1|Xq on KH
pmq
a pXq whenever
f is proper and dominant, a P Z.
LC: Lefschetz condition over finite fields: For every irreducible regular X
projective over the finite field F0 together with a simple normal crossing
divisor Y which contains an irreducible component Y 1 such that XzY 1
is affine, the composite map
Hp1qa pXzY q
ǫ
Ñ KHp1qa pXzY q Ñ HapΓXzY q
is an isomorphism for all a ď dimX, and injective for a “ dimX ` 1,
where the last group is the weight homology group attached to Hp1q
(cf. [KS12] §2).
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SAL: Strong affine Lefschetz: For every connected regular X which is flat
and projective over Sm with quasi-semi-stable reduction and every Sm-
flat divisor W Ď X such that Xsm,red YW is a simple normal crossing
divisor on X and such that there is an irreducible component W 1 Ď W
such that XzW 1 is affine, we have Hpmqa pXzW q “ 0 for all a ď dimSm X
(and not only for a ă dimSm X).
Proof. (CMP): Let f : X Ñ Sm factor through g : X Ñ ηm “ sm`1. And
consider the open immersion j : ηm Ñ Sm and closed immersion i : sm`1 Ñ
Sm`1 and f 1 :“ i ˝ g : X Ñ Sm`1. Then we have Rf ! “ Rg! ˝ j˚ and
Rf 1
! “ Rg! ˝ i! and therefore
H
pm`1q
a´1 pX,Z{nq “ H
pm`1q`2´pa´1q
ét pX,Rg
! ˝ i!Z{npm` 1qSm`1q
“ Hm`4´aét pX,Rg
!Z{npm` 1´ 1qsm`1r´2sq
“ Hm`2´aét pX,Rg
!Z{npmqηmq
“ Hm`2´aét pX,Rg
! ˝ j˚Z{npmqSmq
“ H
pmq
a pX,Z{nq,
using the absolute purity theorem [Fuj02] for i!.
(LVL): If X is regular, connected and f is an embedable morphism and
dimSm X “ d`1, then by Gabber’s absolute purity theorem [Fuj02] and [Fu11]
§8.4, we have
Rf !Z{npmqSm – Z{npm ` dqr2dsX,
and therefore
Hpmqa pX,Z{nq – H
2d`m`2´a
ét pX,Z{npm` dqXq. (O)
Also see [SS10] Lem. 1.8. If, furthermore, X is affine, we have
cdX “ dimSm X` cdFm´1 “ d` 1`m
by Gabber’s affine Lefschetz theorem (cf. [Ill03] Thm. 2.4). So Hpmqa pXq van-
ishes for a ă dimSm X for X affine.
(NSS): By [BO74] §3 and [JS03] §2 there always is a functorial niveau spec-
tral sequence
E1r,qpXq “
à
xPXprq
Hr`qpxq ùñ Hr`qpXq,
with Hapxq :“ lim
ÝÑxPVĎtxu
HapV q for x P X, where the direct limit is taken
over all open non-empty subschemes V Ď txu and all (descending) inclusion
maps. The direct limit can then in our special case be computed by (O).
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Note that if x P Xprq then cd κpxq ď m` r (cf. [Ser02] Ch.II §4-6).
(KH): This is also a general construction. The Kato complex of X w.r.t. H
is definited to be the bottom line of the niveau spectral sequence, i.e.
CpXq : E10,epXq
d1
ÐÝ E11,epXq
d1
ÐÝ E12,epXq
d1
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
d1
ÐÝ E1d,epXq,
for e “ 0, where d “ dimSm X, d
1 are the differentials of the E1-layer, and
E1a,epXq is put in degree a. The Kato complex is then functorial like H . For
a closed immersion i : Y ãÑ X with open complement j : V ãÑ X we have a
functorial exact sequence (by definition of dimSm):
0 ÝÑ CapY q
i˚ÝÑ CapXq
j˚
ÝÑ CapV q ÝÑ 0.
Its homology groups then give the Kato homology groups and the functorial
long exact localization sequence.
(DSS): The bottom spectral sequence can be obtained as the hypercohomol-
ogy spectral sequence of the obvious double complex of the E1-layer of the
niveau spectral sequence using the naive filtration (cf. [Wei95] §5.6.2). For
the upper spectral sequence first let irrs : Xrrs Ñ X be the canonical map.
Then for every étale sheaf F on X there is an exact complex
0Ñ F Ñ ir0s˚ i
r0s˚F Ñ ir1s˚ i
r1s˚F Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ irn´1s˚ i
rn´1s˚F Ñ 0,
where the differential maps are given by the alternating sums of the re-
striction maps. This can be proven by induction on the number of closed
subschemes. For n “ 1 this is trivial. The induction step is achieved by the
exact sequence of sheaves
0Ñ F Ñ i˚i
˚F ‘ j˚j
˚F Ñ k˚k
˚F Ñ 0,
where i : Xˆ ãÑ X with Xˆ “
Ťn´1
i“1 Xi and j : Xn ãÑ X and k : Xˆ X Xn ãÑ X.
The exactness is immediately seen on the stalks.
Now let I be an injective representative of Rf !Z{npmqSm , where f : XÑ Sm
is the structure morphism. Then for any étale sheaf F on X the complex
. . .Hompir‚s˚ i
r‚s˚F, Iq Ñ HompF, Iq Ñ 0
is exact by the sequence above and the injectivity of I. By adjunction
Hompirks˚ i
rks˚F, Iq “ HompF, irks˚ Ri
rks!Iq,
we get an exact complex
. . .HompF, ir‚s˚ Ri
r‚s!Iq Ñ HompF, Iq Ñ 0
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for any étale sheaf F . Therefore the complex
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ ir1s˚ Ri
r1s!I Ñ ir0s˚ Ri
r0s!I Ñ I Ñ 0
is exact. From this we get a double complex. The spectral sequence is then
obtained as the hypercohomology spectral sequence, cf. [Wei95] Ch. 5, for
the naive filtration.
(PB): The pullback construction can be found in [KS12] §4.
(LC): The Lefschetz condition was proved in [KS12] Thm. 3.5 (also cf.
[SS10], [JS08]) using weight arguments (cf. [Del80]).
(SAL): Let W “
Ťr
i“1Wi be the irreducible components and W1 such that
XzW1 is affine. We do induction on d ` 1 “ dimSm X and r: For d ą 0 and
r ą 1 the exact localization sequence gives:
0
r´1
“ Hpmqa pXz
r´1ď
i“1
Wiq Ñ H
pmq
a pXzW q Ñ H
pmq
a pWrz
r´1ď
i“1
pWi XWrq
d
“ 0,
since WrzpW1 XWrq is affine and dimSm Wr “ d. So H
pmq
a pXzW q “ 0 and
we are reduced to the case d “ 0 or r “ 1. For d “ 0 then X is finite over
Sm and therefore affine itself. For r “ 1 and U “ XzW1 the base change 2.5
gives us
H
pmq
d`1pU,Z{ℓ
rq – Hd`1`mét pU,Z{ℓ
rpm` d` 1qq
– Hm`d`1ét pUs,red,Z{ℓ
rpm` d` 1qq,
which vanishes by affine Lefschetz theorem [Mil80] VI Thm. 7.2 and m`d`
1 ą m` d “ cdpFm´1q ` dimpUs,redq.
Lemma 2.5. Let O be a henselian discrete valuation ring, S “ SpecpOq
with generic point η and special point s and let ℓ be a prime invertible on
S. Let X be regular, pure dimensional scheme flat and projective over S with
quasi-semi-stable reduction and W Ď X a flat sncd such that U :“ XzW is
affine and Xs,red YW is a sncd of X. Then the pull-back map
H
q
ét
pU,Z{ℓrpbqq ÝÑ Hq
ét
pUs,red,Z{ℓ
rpbqq
is an isomorphism for any integers r ě 1, q, b P Z.
Proof. This is a generalization of [RZ82] Satz. 2.19 by using Gabber’s purity
theorem [Fuj02] Thm. 2.1.1. The proof is given in [SS10] Lem. 3.4.
Theorem 2.6 (Kato’s conjecture about the cohomological Hasse principle).
Let pFN , . . . , F0q be an N-local field with N ě 1, p “ charpF0q and its com-
plete discrete valuation ring ON , S “ SpecpONq. Let n be an integer not
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divisible by p. Let f : XÑ S be a flat and proper map from a regular scheme
X to S, dimS X “ d` 1. Then we have:
KCpN, d` 1q : KHpNqa pX,Z{nq “ 0 @a P Z.
That means that the Kato complex from [Kat86]:
0 ÐÝ
à
xPXp0q
HNpκpxq,Z{npN ´ 1qq ÐÝ
à
xPXp1q
HN`1pκpxq,Z{npNqq
¨ ¨ ¨ ÐÝ
à
xPXpd`1q
HN`d`1pκpxq,Z{npN ` dqq ÐÝ 0
is exact.
Proof. We can assume X to be integral with dimS X “ d` 1 and n “ ℓr for a
prime ℓ ‰ p. We will then do induction on N ` d` a and reduce to varieties
over finite fields.
For d “ 0 the scheme X is a finite extension of S. Let η be the generic point
and s the special point of X. Then the Kato complex is the middle two terms
of the exact localization sequence
H
pNq
1 pXq Ñ H
pNq
1 pηq Ñ H
pNq
0 psq Ñ H
pNq
0 pXq,
where the first and last term here vanishes by SAL. So KHpNqa pXq “ 0 for
a “ 0, 1 and for all other a trivially by dimension.
For d ą 0 let α P KHpNqa pXq. We suppress the index pNq in the following
E-terms.
Since Ers,t “ 0 for s ă 0 and
Er`1a,0 – ker
´
Era,0
dr
ÝÑ Era´r,r´1
¯
,
the edge morphism for every open subscheme U Ď X factors as follows:
HpNqa pUq։ E
8
a,0pUq – E
a`1
a,0 pUq ¨ ¨ ¨ ãÑ E
3
a,0pUq ãÑ E
2
a,0pUq “ KH
pNq
a pUq.
By successively cutting out the support of d2pαq, d3pαq, . . . , dapαq one can
find a closed subscheme W Ď X of dimension dimSW ď a ´ 2, U :“ XzW ,
such that α|U lies in the image of H
pNq
a pUq under the edge map. Let β P
H
pNq
a pUq be a preimage.
By applying 1.7 X can be assumed to be projective over S, let say f factors
through X ãÑ PmS Ñ S. Now let O
pNq
N be the rank-N -valuation ring of
FN and Sˆ “ SpecpO
pNq
N q and Xˆ be the closure of X in P
m
Sˆ
and Zˆ the one
of W . Applying 1.7 there is a p-alteration b : Xˆ1 Ñ Xˆ such that Xˆ1 has
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poly-quasi-semi-stable reduction over a valuation ring of a finite p-extension
of QuotpOpNqN q which is integral over O
pNq
N . The reduced structure of the
pullback over Sm will then be projective as explained in 1.8. Furthermore,
we have a simple normal crossing divisor Zˆ2 “ b´1pZˆq Y Yˆ 1, where Yˆ 1 is
the preimage of the codimension one closed subset of Sˆ. After applying
the Bertini theorem 1.4 to Xˆ1 the Zˆ2 contains an irreducible component H
whose complement in Xˆ1 is affine and the very special fibres of all multiple
intersections are cut transversally by H .
X1 :“ pXˆ1ˆSˆ Sqred is then regular by 1.3 with quasi-semi-stable reduction and
simple normal crossing divisor W 1 :“ pZˆ2 ˆSˆ Sqred and π :“ bS : X
1 Ñ X is
a projective p-alteration. Put U 1 “ X1zW 1, U2 “ X1zπ´1pW q and consider
the following diagram (all over S “ SN), which is commutative by the PB-
condition:
KH
pNq
a`1pU
1q
δ
&& &&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
H
pNq
a`1pU
1q
ǫ
OO
// //❴❴❴ KHpNqa pW
1q
“0
''◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
α❴

P KHpNqa pXq
  π˚ //

KHpNqa pX
1q

 t
j˚
''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
π˚ // // KHpNqa pXq
α|U P KH
pNq
a pUq
π˚ // KHpNqa pU
2q // KHpNqa pU
1q
δ
''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
β
❴
OO
P H
pNq
a pUq
ǫ
OO
π˚ // H
pNq
a pU2q //
ǫ
OO
H
pNq
a pU 1q
ǫ
OO
  //❴❴❴ KH
pNq
a´1pW
1q
Now assume that the upper dotted line is surjective and the lower dotted
line is injectiv for 0 ď a ď d ` 1: Since the diagonal sequence is exact, the
element π˚pαq maps to 0 P KHpNqa´1pW
1q. So the same holds for π˚pβq|U 1.
By assumption the dotted bottom line is injective, so π˚pβq|U 1 “ 0 and
then also j˚pπ˚pαqq “ 0. The fact that the top dotted line is surjective by
assumption implies that j˚ is injective, so already π˚pαq “ 0. Furthermore,
the compositum π˚ ˝ π˚ : KH
pNq
a pXq Ñ KH
pNq
a pXq is multiplication by the
degree by PB, which is prime to ℓ. Because KHpNqa pXq is ℓ-primary torsion,
it follows that the map π˚˝π˚ is an isomorphism and π˚ is injective, so α “ 0
and the claim follows.
For the statement of the dotted lines let Zˆ 1 be the flat part of Zˆ2 and Uˆ 1 :“
Xˆ1zZˆ 1. Z 1 :“ Zˆ 1SN is then the flat part of W
1 “ Zˆ 1SN Y Xˆ
1
N´1 and
U 1 “ X1zW 1 “ Uˆ 1N , W
1zZ 1 “ Uˆ 1N´1, X
1zZ 1 “ Uˆ 1SN ,
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where the index indicates the basechange with FN , FN´1, SN , resp., in the
reduced structure.
For m “ N consider the (anti-)commutative diagram, where the second
column is the dotted line from above:
H
pmq
a pUˆ 1Smq
j˚ //
ǫ

H
pmq
a pUˆ 1mq
δ //
ǫ

H
pmq
a´1pUˆ
1
m´1q
ǫ

i˚ // H
pmq
a´1pUˆ
1
Sm
q
ǫ

KHpmqa pUˆ
1
Sm
q
j˚ //
δ

KHpmqa pUˆ
1
mq
δ //
δ

KH
pmq
a´1pUˆ
1
m´1q
i˚ // KH
pmq
a´1pUˆ
1
Sm
q
δ

KH
pmq
a´1pZˆ
1
Sm
q
i˚ // KH
pmq
a´1pZˆ
1
Sm
Y Xˆ1m´1q
j˚ // KH
pmq
a´1pUˆ
1
m´1q
δ // KH
pmq
a´2pZˆ
1
Sm
q.
Since dimSW 1 “ d we have KH
pNq
d`1pW
1q “ 0 and the surjectivity of
H
pNq
d`2pUˆ
1
N q Ñ H
pNq
d`2pUˆ
1
Nq Ñ KH
pNq
d`1pZˆ
1
SN
Y Xˆ1N´1q “ KH
pNq
d`1pW
1q “ 0
is trivial.
Now by SAL and the previous usage of Bertini we have
HpNqq pUˆ
1
SN
q “ 0 @q ď d` 1,
and the upper δ is an isomorphism for a ď d` 1.
Separating Zˆ 1SN into its irreducible components, the induction hypothesis
KC(N,d) and by DSS we have
KHpNqq pZˆ
1
SN
q
rě0
ðù KH
pNq
q´rppZˆ
1
SN
qrrsq “ 0,
and ergo KHpNqq pZˆ
1
SN
q “ 0 for all q P Z and the lower j˚ is an isomorphism.
It is then enough to show that the middle right ǫ : Hpmqa´1pUˆ
1
m´1q Ñ KH
pmq
a´1pUˆ
1
m´1q
is an isomorphism for m “ N and a ď d ` 1. By CMP and DSS we have
for m “ N :
H
pmq
a´1pUˆ
1
m´1q
ǫ

H
pm´1q
a pUˆ 1m´1q
ǫ

ks rě0 H
pm´1q
a´r ppUˆ
1
m´1q
rrsq
ǫ

KH
pmq
a´1pUˆ
1
m´1q KH
pm´1q
a pUˆ
1
m´1q ks
rě0
KH
pm´1q
a´r ppUˆ
1
m´1q
rrsq
and an isomorphism on the right for fixed a and all r ě 0 would imply the
isomorphism on the left. Note that by 1.3 W 1zZ 1 “ Uˆ 1N´1 has simple normal
crossings and so pUˆ 1N´1q
rrs “ pW 1zZ 1qrrs is of pure dimension d´ r.
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By 1.3 the closure Vˆ of every irreducible component V of pUˆ 1N´1q
rrs in Xˆ1 again
has poly-quasi-semi-stable reduction over the rank-pN ´ 1q-valuation ring of
FN´1. We then can consider the diagram for m “ N ´1 and Vˆ instead of Xˆ1.
As before the bottom j˚ and the upper δ are isomorphisms. Furthermore,
the induction hypothesis KC(N ´ 1, d` 1) implies that KHqpVˆSN´1q “ 0 for
every q P Z and so the middle left δ is an isomorphism as well. So we can
continue this process and end up over varieties over finite fields. It is then
left to prove:
For every connected variety X of dimension d smooth and projective over
a finite field with a simple normal crossing divisor D which contains an
irreducible component D1 such that XzD1 is affine the edge morphism
ǫ : Hp1qa pXzDq Ñ KH
p1q
a pXzDq
is an isomorphism for all a ď d.
But this is implied by LC (cf. [KS12] Lem. 6.6, [KS12] Cor. 6.3 and the
LG-condition there). And the proof is complete.
Corollary 2.7. Let pFN , . . . , F0q be a N-local field and O
pNq
N its rank-N-
valuation ring, Sˆ “ SpecpOpNqN q. Let n P Z not be divisible by the residue
characteristic p “ charpF0q. Let Xˆ be an integral scheme flat and proper over
Sˆ with poly-quasi-semi-stable reduction with generic fibre of dim XˆN “ d.
Then for all a P Z we have canonical isomorphisms of finite (!) groups
KH
pNq
a`1pXˆN ,Z{nq – ¨ ¨ ¨ – KH
pmq
a`1pXˆm,Z{nq – KH
p1q
a pXˆ0,Z{nq – HapΓXˆ0,Z{nq,
where the last group ist the weight homology group of the very special fibre
Y :“ Xˆ0,red over the finite field (cf. [KS12]), i.e. the homology groups of the
dual complex of Y “
Ť
i Yi with irreducible components Yi:
ΓY : ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pZ{nq
π0pY rasq Ñ pZ{nqπ0pY
ra´1sq Ñ . . . ,
where the maps are induced by the alternating sums of the maps which leave
out one component.
The isomorphisms are also true if XˆN is a proper simple normal crossing
curve and Xˆm are the reductions of inductively taken simple normal crossing
models of 1.9.
Proof. Let Om be the complete discrete valuation ring of Fm and S “
SpecpOmq. Then X :“ Xˆ ˆSˆ S by the local discription 1.2 is the union
of its irreducible components X “
Ť
iPI Xi such that for all r ě 0 the schemes
X
rrs
red are regular of some dimension and proper over S. So by DSS and KC
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2.6 we have the vanishing of KHpmqq pXq for all q P Z. Then by the exact
localization sequence we get:
0 “ KH
pmq
a`1pXq Ñ KH
pmq
a`1pXˆmq Ñ KH
pmq
a pXˆm´1q Ñ KH
pmq
a pXq “ 0.
And with CMP we have
KHpmqa pXˆm´1q – KH
pm´1q
a`1 pXˆm´1q
and we can go down to finite fields. The comparison with the weight homol-
ogy groups is done in [KS12] and they are finite.
Corollary 2.8. Let F be an N-local field with final residue characteristic
p “ charpF0q and complete discrete valuation ring ON . Let X be a scheme
separated and of finite type over ON and n P Z with p ∤ n. Then the groups
KHpNqa pX,Z{nq are finite for all a P Z.
Proof. By the localization sequence and a stratification by regular varieties
one can reduce to the case where X is a regular and affine scheme over F or
its residue field. Taking a compactification of X over the rank-N -valuation
ring O of F and using the alteration theorem 1.7 one by PB is reduced to the
case where X “ pXˆzZˆqN and Xˆ is of poly-quasi-semi-stable reduction with
simple normal crossing divisor Zˆ which is flat over O. From the localization
sequence and 2.7 follows the claim.
Remark 2.9. 1. For an N-local field pFN , . . . , F0q let pH
pmq
a qaPZ be homol-
ogy theories on Cm of ℓ-primary torsion groups with ℓ ‰ p “ charpF0q,
for m “ 1, . . . , N , satisfying CMP, LVL, DSS, PB, LC, SAL. Then
the proof of 2.6 and [KS12] Cor. 6.3 imply the vanishing of the corre-
sponding Kato homology groups also for these homology theories.
2. The results of this section also hold if one replaces the complete discrete
valuation rings with excellent henselian discrete valuation rings where
the final one has a finite residue field.
3 Motivic cohomology and cycle maps
Remark 3.1. If X is a separated scheme of finite type over the spectrum of
a field or a Dedekind ring S let the motivic cohomology groups be defined by
HrMpX,Z{npqqq :“ CH
qpX, 2q ´ r;Z{nq,
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Bloch’s higher Chow groups with finite coefficients (cf. [Blo86], [Lev04], [Gei04],
also see [Voe02] for the field’s case). If X is regular and n is invertible on X
then there is an étale cycle map
ρ
r,q
X,n : H
r
M pX,Z{npqqq Ñ H
r
ét
pX,Z{npqqq
constructed in [Blo86], [GL01], [Lev04], [Gei04]. By [GL01], [SV00] and the
now proven Bloch-Kato-conjecture (cf. [Voe10], [Voe11], [SJ06], [HW09]) it
is an isomorphism for 0 ď r ď q and injective for r “ q ` 1. It is also an
isomorphism for q ě d ` c, if d :“ dimS X and cdpκpsqq ď c for the closed
points s P S (see below).
For any k P Z and if X, moreover, is smoothly embeddable over S (e.g. quasi-
projective), there is a commutative diagram of spectral sequences ( [JS08],
[Lev01], [Blo94]):
ME1a,b
ρa,b

à
xPXpaq
Ha´bM pκpxq,Z{npk ` aqq
+3

H2d´a´bM pX,Z{npk ` dqq

étE1a,b
à
xPXpaq
Ha´b
ét
pκpxq,Z{npk ` aqq +3 H2d´a´b
ét
pX,Z{npk ` dqq.
ρa,b is an isomorphism for b ě ´k by the Bloch-Kato conjecture,
ME1a,b is supported in the area 0 ď a ď d and b ě ´k,
étE1a,b is supported in the area 0 ď a ď d and ´c ď b ď a.
So for k ě c we have isomorphisms everywhere. For the special choice k “
c´ 1 the spectral sequences only differ by the line b “ ´c and we have a long
exact sequence (cf. [JS08] or [Uzu13]):
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ étE2a`1,´c Ñ H
2d`c´a
M pX,Z{npc` d´ 1qq
Ñ H2d`c´a
ét
pX,Z{npc` d´ 1qq Ñ étE2a,´c Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
and we can put KH2d`c´a
ét
pX,Z{npc` d´ 1qq :“ étE2a,´c.
Theorem 3.2. Let F be a N-local field with final residue characteristic p “
charpF0q and complete discrete valuation ring ON , S “ SpecpONq, and let
X be a scheme separated and of finite type over S of pure dimension d “
dimSpXq and n P Z with p ∤ n. Then we have:
1. The motivic cohomology groups
HrMpX,Z{npqqq :“ CH
qpX, 2q ´ r;Z{nq,
are finite for 0 ď r ď q ` 1 or q ě N ` d´ 1.
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2. If X is regular and proper and flat over S, then the étale cycle map
ρ
r,q
X,n : H
r
M pX,Z{npqqq Ñ H
r
ét
pX,Z{npqqq
is an isomorphism of finite groups in case 0 ď r ď q or q ě N ` d´ 1,
and is injective for r “ q ` 1.
Proof. 1.) By stratifications, excision sequences and ℓ1-alterations one can
assume X to be smooth over F . Then by 3.1 one is left to prove the finiteness
of the étale cohomology groups and the étE2a,´N terms, which by [JSS14] can
be identified with the Kato-homology groups KHpNqa . The latter one was
shown in 2.8. The former one follows from [Del77] Th. finitude, Hochschild-
Serre spectral sequence and 4.8.
2.) By 3.1 we only have to consider the case q “ N ` d´ 1, where we have
the long exact sequence. But in this case the Kato conjecture KC gives the
vanishing of KHpNqa pXq “
étE2a,´N for all a P Z.
Corollary 3.3. Let F be an N-local field with final residue characteristic
p “ charpF0q and Xˆ a projective and flat scheme over the rank-N-valuation
ring O of F with poly-quasi-semi-stable reduction and simple normal crossing
divisor Zˆ. Then there is a simple normal crossing divisor Zˆ 1 containing
Zˆ such that for the F -variety U “ pXˆzZˆ 1qN with d :“ dimU the motivic
cohomology groups
H2d`2`N´aM pU,Z{npd `Nqq “ 0 @a ď d` 1.
and the edge morphisms
ǫ : HpNqa pU,Z{nq Ñ KH
pNq
a pU,Z{nq
are isomorphisms for a ď d` 1 (and trivial surjective for a ě d` 2) and all
integers n P Z with p ∤ n. Furthermore, it can be achieved that both groups
vanish for a ď d.
Proof. For ǫ to be an isomorphism use Bertini 1.4 and proceed as in the proof
of 2.6. For the vanishing of the groups we are then left to show that the
weight homology groups HapΓXzpWYDqq vanish for a ă dimX and a smooth
connected variety X with a sncd W Y D, where D “ X X H with the
hyperplane section H meeting every irreducible component V of X andW rrs,
r ě 0, transversally (and connected if dimV ě 2). Induction on the number
of components of W and dimension of X (see proof of SAL) we are left with
X an irreducible curve and D a finite number of points. So we have a natural
surjection π0pDq։ π0pXq and the exact sequence:
H0pΓDq։ H0pΓXq Ñ H0pΓXzDq Ñ H´1pΓDq “ 0,
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and so H0pΓXzDq vanishes (but H1 i.g. would not).
The vanishing of the motivic cohomology group follows from the long exact
sequence in 3.1 and the identification étE2a,´c “ KH
pNq
a pUq (cf. [JSS14]).
4 Higher dimensional class field theory
Let the notations be like in the last chapter: F be the N -local field given by
pFN , . . . , F0q, p “ charpF0q, and their complete discrete valuation rings Om,
Sm “ SpecpOmq and Cm “ SchsftpSmq.
Definition/Lemma 4.1. Let X be scheme separated and of finite type over
F “ FN . For every closed point x P X the residue field κpxq is a N-local
field. So by [Kat82a] there is a reciprocity map
ρx : KMN pκpxqq ÝÑ Gal
ab
κpxq “ π
ab
1 pSpecpκpxqqq,
where KMN pκpxqq is the N-th Milnor K-group. Let π
ab
1 pXq be the abelianized
étale fundamental group of X (cf. [Gro71] or [Sza09]), which is covariant
functorial. Taking the push-forward from πab1 pSpecpκpxqqq to π
ab
1 pXq and
adding over all closed points, we get a mapà
xPX0
KMN pκpxqq ÝÑ π
ab
1 pXq.
If X is proper over F , then in [Sai85a] it was shown that this map factors
through
SKNpXq :“ coker
˜à
yPX1
KMN`1pκpyqq
B
ÝÑ
à
xPX0
KMN pκpxqq
¸
,
where B is the boundary map coming from Milnor-K-theory and Xa is the set
of a-dimensional points of X. The induced map
ρX : SKN pXq ÝÑ π
ab
1 pXq
is called the reciprocity map of X.
The main task of higher dimensional class field theory is to understand
this map, especially its kernel and cokernel. The method introduced by U.
Jannsen and S. Saito (cf. [JS03]) is to interpret the occuring groups as ho-
mology groups.
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Lemma 4.2 (Duality). Let F be a N-local field with final residue character-
istic p “ charpF0q. Let f : X Ñ SpecpF q be a separated morphism of finite
type and n an integer not divisible by p. Then for any integer i there is a
perfect pairing of finite groups
Hi
ét
pX,DXpCqq ˆ H
N`1´i
ét,c pX,Cq ÝÑ H
N`1
ét
pX,Rf !Z{npNqq
trXÝÑ Z{n,
for any C in DbcpX,Z{nq, the derived category of complexes of étale sheaves
of Z{n-modules on X with bounded constructible cohomology sheaves, where
DXpCq “ RHompC,Rf !Z{npNqq and trX is induced by the trace map
Rf˚Rf
!Z{npNq Ñ Z{npNq.
Proof. This follows from Poincaré duality together with the duality of the
ground field [Koy03]. Also cp. with [JS03] Lem. 5.3.
Proposition 4.3. Now assume that X has a model X over S “ SN , Y :“
Xs,red. Let n be an integer not divisible by p “ charpF0q. Then the 5-term
sequence of the niveau spectral sequence for X, X and Y w.r.t. the étale
homology theory H “ HpNq
ét
over S give the following huge (anti-)commutative
diagram with exact rows and columns:
KH3pX,Z{nq
j˚

// E21,1pX,Z{nq
j˚

// H2pX,Z{nq
j˚

// KH2pX,Z{nq
j˚

KH3pX,Z{nq
∆2

d2 // E21,1pX,Z{nq
∆

ǫX // H2pX,Z{nq
δ

// KH2pX,Z{nq
∆1

// 0,
KH2pY,Z{nq
i˚

d2 // E20,1pY,Z{nq
i˚

ǫY // H1pY,Z{nq
i˚

// KH1pY,Z{nq
i˚

// 0,
KH2pX,Z{nq // E
2
0,1pX,Z{nq // H1pX,Z{nq // KH1pX,Z{nq // 0.
Now we have the following facts about this diagram:
1. If X is proper over S then the duality 4.2 induces the following isomor-
phisms
H2pX,Z{nq – H
1
ét
pX,Z{nq_ “ πab1 pXq{n,
H1pY,Z{nq – H
1
ét
pY,Z{nq_ “ πab1 pY q{n.
2. The Galois symbol maps KMi pκq{n Ñ H
ipκ,Z{npiqq in degree i are
isomorphisms by Bloch-Kato conjecture (cf. [Voe10], [Voe11], [SJ06],
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[HW09]) and commute with the localisation maps (cf. [Kat86] Lem.
1.4). So we get identifications (cf. [JS03] §5):
E21,1pX,Z{nq “ SKNpXq{n,
E20,1pY,Z{nq “ SKN´1pY q{n.
3. The map ǫX and ǫY coincide with the corresponding reciprocity maps
modulo n up to sign by [JS03] and [JSS14].
4. If X “
Ť
iXi with closed subschemes Xi such that all X
rrs, r ě 0, are
regular, proper and flat over S then the Kato conjecture KC implies
that
KHapX,Z{nq “ 0 and KHa`1pX,Z{nq
∆a
– KHapY,Z{nq @a P Z.
5. If X is the generic fibre of a scheme Xˆ which is proper and flat with
poly-quasi-semi-stable reduction over the rank-N-valuation ring of F
(cf. 1.2), or if X is a proper simple normal crossing curve and we
inductively take the simple normal crossing models of its reductions
1.9, let Xˆ0 be the fibre over the finite field F0. Then by 2.7 we have
KHa`1pXˆ0,Z{nq – HapΓXˆ0 ,Z{nq
and we get the following exact sequence (for p ∤ n):
H2pΓXˆ0,Z{nq Ñ SKNpXq{n
ρXnÑ πab1 pXq{nÑ H1pΓXˆ0 ,Z{nq Ñ 0.
In the case of a curve we, moreover, have H2pΓXˆ0,Z{nq “ 0.
For further analysis we need the following notations and lemmata:
Notation 4.4. • For an abelian group A and a set of primes L let NpLq
be the monoid of all natural numbers which have prime divisiors only
in L. NpLq is ordered by divisibility relations. We define AL to be the
L-completion
AL :“ lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
A{n.
• We put
AL-div :“
č
nPNpLq
nA “ ker
`
AÑ lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
A{n “ AL
˘
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to be the subgroup of all L-divisible elements of A, and AL-Div to be the
maximal L-divisible subgroup of A. We mention that we always have
AL-Div Ď AL-div,
but in general no equality.
Notation 4.5. Let F “ FN be a N-local field with final residue characteristic
p “ charpF0q. Let L be the set of all primes not containing p. And let
f : X Ñ SpecpF q be a connected and proper variety over F . We then put:
• K1apF q :“ K
M
a pF q{K
M
a pF qL-Div,
• SK1N pXq :“ SKN pXq{ SKN pXqL-Div,
• 1ρF : K1NpF q Ñ Gal
ab
F pp
1q induced by the reciprocity map ρF ,
• 1ρX : SK1NpXq Ñ π
ab
1 pXqpp
1q induced by the reciprocity map ρX ,
• V 1NpXq :“ ker
´
NX|F : SK
1
N pXq
f˚Ñ K1NpF q
¯
induced by the norm map,
• π
geo
1 pXq :“ ker
´
πab1 pXq
f˚
Ñ GalabF
¯
,
• 1ρX| : V
1
NpXq Ñ π
geo
1 pXqpp
1q induced by the reciprocity map 1ρX .
Remark 4.6. Note, that the maps in 4.5 are well-defined, since pro-finite
groups have no non-trivial divisible subgroups and images of divisible groups
are divisible.
We also mention that ker1 ρF “ 0, since ker ρF “ KMN pF qDiv by Fesenko,
cf. [Fes96] Thm. 2 (ii) and [Ras95] Thm. 2.18. And the cokernel of the
norm map cokerNX|F is finite by the reciprocity isomorphisms for higher local
fields by Kato, cf. [Ras95] Thm. 2.6. We then have the following commutative
diagram
0 // ker1 ρX|
// V 1NpXq _

1ρX| // π
geo
1 pXqpp
1q //
 _

coker1 ρX| _

// 0
0 // ker1 ρX

// SK1NpXq
1ρX //
NX|F

πab1 pXqpp
1q

// coker1 ρX

// 0
0 // K1NpF q
 
1ρF //

GalabF pp
1q // coker1 ρF // 0
cokerNX|F .
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Lemma 4.7. Let F “ FN be a N-local field with final residue characteristic
p “ charpF0q, q “ #F0. Then for any integer a the Milnor-K-groups modulo
maximal p1-divisible subgroups satisfy
K1apFNq – K
1
apFN´1q ‘K
1
a´1pFN´1q,
leading to
K1apFNq – Z
pNaq ‘ pZ{pq ´ 1qqp
N
a´1q .
Proof. By [BT73] Ch. I §4 or [Ras95] §1.2 (4) we have an exact sequence:
0 ÝÑ U1a pFN q ÝÑ K
M
a pFNq ÝÑ K
M
a pFN´1q ‘K
M
a´1pFN´1q ÝÑ 0,
where U1a pFN q is generated by symbols tb1, . . . , bau with b1 P 1 ` mN and
the right map depends on a choice of a prime element π and is given by
sending tb1, . . . , bau ` tb11, . . . , b
1
a´1, πu to
´
tb1, . . . , bau, tb
1
1, . . . , b
1
a´1u
¯
, with
bi, b
1
i P O
ˆ
N . Since we have
1`mN – lim
ÐÝ
iě1
`
p1`mN q{p1`m
1`i
N q
˘
and p1`miNq{p1`m
i`1
N q – FN´1,
we get that 1`mN and hence U1a pFNq is ℓ-divisible for ℓ ‰ charpFN´1q, thus
the desired recursion formula, which leads to
K1apFNq –
Nà
j“0
K1a´jpF0q
pNj q.
For finite fields we have KM0 pF0q “ Z, K
M
1 pF0q “ F
ˆ
0 – Z{pq ´ 1q and
KMa pF0q “ 0 for a ‰ 0, 1. Thus the claim.
Lemma 4.8. Let F “ FN be a N-local field with final residue characteristic
p “ charpF0q, q “ #F0. Put Q{Z1 “
À
ℓ‰pQℓ{Zℓ. Fix integers a, b.
1. For N “ 0 we have
HapF0,Q{Z
1pbqq “
$’’’’&
’’’’%
0 for a ‰ 0, 1,
Q{Z1 for a “ 0, b “ 0,
Q{Z1 for a “ 1, b “ 0,
Z{pqb ´ 1q for a “ 0, b ‰ 0,
0 for a “ 1, b ‰ 0.
2. For N ě 0 and a´ b ‰ 0, 1 the groups HapFN ,Q{Z1pbqq are finite of an
order dividing pqb´a ´ 1qp
N
aq.
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3. For N ě 0, a ´ b “ 1 we have
HapFN ,Q{Z
1pa ´ 1qq – pZ{pq ´ 1qqp
N
aq ‘ pQ{Z1qp
N
a´1q.
4. For N ě 0, a ´ b “ 0 we have
HapFN ,Q{Z
1paqq – pQ{Z1qp
N
aq.
Proof. For a finite field F0 with q elements the b-twisted cyclotomic character
χb of the Frobenius element φq is χbpφqq “ qb. Since G :“ GalF0 – Zˆ and
cdF0 “ 1 we have
H1pF0,Q{Z
1pbqq “ Q{Z1pbqG “ pQ{Z
1q{pqb ´ 1q “ 0,
and
H0pF0,Q{Z
1pbqq “ Q{Z1pbqG “ tx P Q{Z1 | pqb ´ 1qx “ 0u “
1
qb ´ 1
Z{Z,
for b ‰ 0 and Q{Z1 for b “ 0.
For N ě 0 we by [Kat82b] Thm. 3 have the recursion formula:
HapFN ,Q{Z
1pa ´ 1qq – HapFN´1,Q{Z
1pa´ 1qq ‘ Ha´1pFN´1,Q{Z
1pa´ 2qq
leading to
HapFN ,Q{Z
1pa´ 1qq –
Nà
j“0
Ha´jpF0,Q{Z
1pa ´ j ´ 1qqp
N
j q.
The formulas for finite fields now give the claim.
For a´ b “ 0 the Bloch-Kato conjecture implies the isomorphism
HapFN ,Q{Z
1paqq – KMa pFNq bQ{Z
1 – K1apFNq bQ{Z
1.
The recursion formula 4.7 then gives the claim.
For a´b ‰ 0, 1 we use the excision sequence, proper base change and absolute
purity on the tripel η “ SpecpFNq, S “ SpecpONq, s “ SpecpFNq to get the
short exact sequence
HapFN´1,Q{Z
1pbqq ÝÑ HapFN ,Q{Z
1pbqq ÝÑ Ha´1pFN´1,Q{Z
1pb´ 1qq,
which by induction gives the claim on the finiteness of these groups.
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Lemma 4.9. Let X be a connected scheme proper over a N-local field F of
final residue characteristic p “ charpF0q. Then the prime-to-p-part of the
abelianized étale fundamental group πab1 pXqpp
1q is finitely generated and has
only a finite p1-torsion subgroup.
Proof. Put Zˆ1 “
ś
ℓ‰p Zℓ. Let F
alg and F sep be an algebraic closure, separable
closure, resp., of F . Put Xsep “ X ˆF SpecpF sepq and X “ X ˆF SpecpF algq.
By [Mil80] III §4 Cor. 4.19 we have a short exact sequence on the prime-to-
p-part
0 ÝÑ pNSpXqtorsq
˚pp1q ÝÑ πab1 pXqpp
1q ÝÑ T AlbXpF qpp
1q ÝÑ 0,
where pNSpXqtorsq˚ is finite and T AlbXpF qpp
1q – Zˆ1
2g
, g “ dimAlbX . The
dual of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence [Mil80] III Thm. 2.20 gives
an exact sequence
H2pF,Q{Z1q_ ÝÑ πab1 pX
sepqpp1qGalF ÝÑ π
ab
1 pXqpp
1q ÝÑ GalabF pp
1q ÝÑ 0.
Since we have πab1 pX
sepq “ πab1 pXq for proper X, and by 4.8 the group
GalabF pp
1q – H1pF,Q{Z1q_ – Zˆ1 ‘ pZ{pq ´ 1qqN ,
is finitely generated, we get the claim for πab1 pXqpp
1q.
The following result is a finiteness result of the first homology groups of
the Gersten complex, which are encoded in the groups E2a,1. For its proof an
application of Kato’s conjecture about the cohomological Hasse principle is
needed:
Proposition 4.10. Let F “ FN be a N-local field with complete discrete
valuation ring ON and final residue characteristic p “ charpF0q, q “ #F0.
Let X “
Ť
iXi with irreducible components Xi such that all X
rrs, r ě 0, are
regular, proper and flat over S “ SpecpONq of dimS X “ d ` 1 consider the
niveau spectral sequence E1r,qpX,Z{nq ùñ Hr`qpX,Z{nq for the étale homol-
ogy theory Hétp_,Z{nq from 2.3.
Then there is an integer C ě 0 (independent of n) such that
#E2a,1pX,Z{nq ď C
for a “ 0, 1 and every integer n P Z with p ∤ n.
Proof. First assume that X is regular and connected and n “ ℓr for a prime
ℓ. If d “ 0 then X is a finite extension of S and the complex E1‚,1pXq can like
in [Kat86] Lem. 1.4 or [JS03] be identified with the boundary map
KMN´1pFN´1q{nÐÝ K
M
N pFNq{n,
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which by 4.7 is surjective with kernel K1NpFN´1q{n – pZ{pq
b ´ 1qq{n, where
b is the dimension of the final residue field of X over F0. So E20,1pXq “ 0 and
#E21,1pXq|pq
b ´ 1q.
Now let d ě 1. By PB and the ℓ1-alteration theorem [Ill09] we can assume
X to be regular, projective with quasi-semi-stable reduction. By the Bertini
theorem [JS12] there is a horizontal irreducible regular divisor W such that
W Y Xs,red is a sncd and U “ XzW is affine. By KC we get
0 “ KHapXq Ñ KHapUq Ñ KHa´1pW q “ 0,
so KHapUq “ 0 for a ď 3. Thus the spectral sequence induce a commutative
diagram
Ha`1pXq //
ǫ

Ha`1pUq
ǫ

E2a,1pW q // E
2
a,1pXq // E
2
a,1pUq,
for a “ 0, 1, where ǫ are the edge morphisms, which are surjective for a “
0, 1. By SAL we have Ha`1pUq “ 0 for a ` 1 ď 2 ď d ` 1. So E2a,1pW q
surjects onto E2a,1pXq. So by induction we get E
2
0,1pXq “ E
2
0,1pW q “ 0 and
#E21,1pXq|#E
2
1,1pW q|pq
b´ 1q. Since the degree of the used alteration is finite
and works for almost all primes ℓ ‰ p, we only need to consider finitely many
alterations and the independece of n is clear.
Now let X “
Ť
Xi then there is a descent spectral sequence like in DSS:
E2a´r,1pX
rrsq
rě0
ùñ E2a,1pXq.
For 0 ď a ´ r ď 1 the left hand side is universally bounded, so for a “ 0, 1
the right hand side, too.
Lemma 4.11. Let F “ FN be a N-local field with complete discrete valuation
ring ON and final residue characteristic p “ charpF0q, q “ #F0.
1. Let X “
Ť
iXi be a connected scheme with irreducible components
Xi such that all Xrrs, r ě 0, are regular, proper and flat over S “
SpecpON q. Let L be a set of prime numbers different from p. Then the
specialization map
V 1N pXηqL Ñ V
1
N´1pXs,redqL
has finite kernel and cokernel.
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2. Let X “
Ť
iXi be a connected scheme proper over F with irreducible
components Xi. Then the cokernel of
V 1NpX
r0sq Ñ V 1NpXq
is finite.
Proof. 1.) Let X “ Xη and Y “ Xs,red and n P NpLq. As in 4.3 we have
identifications
E21,1pX,Z{nq – SKNpXq{n – SK
1
NpXq{n
E20,1pY,Z{nq – SKN´1pY q{n – SK
1
N´1pY q{n.
Consider the diagram where Kn and Cn are the kernels of the right horizontal
maps:
0 // Kn

// E21,1pX,Z{nq //

E21,1pS,Z{nq

0 // V 1NpXq{n

// SK1NpXq{n //

K 1N pFNq{n //

0
0 // V 1N´1pY q{n //

SK1N´1pY q{n //

K 1N´1pFN´1q{n //

0
0 // Cn // E
2
0,1pX,Z{nq // E
2
0,1pS,Z{nq.
The two middle horizontal sequences are exact up to finite groups bounded
by #K 1N pFNqtors ˚ #cokerNX|FN , #K
1
N´1pFN´1qtors ˚ #cokerNY |FN´1, resp.
(cf. 4.7). By 4.10 the E2-terms are finite of a bounded order C independent
of n. This shows that Kn and Cn are also finite and universally bounded.
Now takening the limit over n P NpLq give the claim (cf. [For15] Lem. 3.2).
2.) The commutative diagram
0 // V 1NpX
r1sq

// SK1NpX
r1sq //

K 1NpF q
pπ0pXr1sqq //

0
0 // V 1NpX
r0sq //
φ

SK1NpX
r0sq //

K 1NpF q
pπ0pXr0sqq

// 0
0 // V 1NpXq // SK
1
NpXq // K
1
N pF q // 0
has exact rows up to finite groups. The vertical maps are complexes. The
middle down map is surjective and the middle right homology group vanishes,
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since X is connected. So cokerpφq is finite by the long exact sequence for the
homology groups.
Lemma 4.12. Let X be a scheme proper and geometrically irreducible over
a N-local field F of final residue characteristic p “ charpF0q, then V 1NpXq is
a torsion group and has a finite image in πgeo1 pXqpp
1q under the reciprocity
map 1ρX .
Proof. First let X be a regular curve. Then by 1.9 one inductively can take
simple normal crossing models of X and its reduction. Let Y be the final
reduction over the finite field F0. By Bloch, Kato, Saito [KS86] Thm. 6.1
or [Ras95] the group V 10pY q and thus V
1
0pY qL is finite. By 4.11 then also
V 1NpXqL is finite. Since by definition V
1
N pXq has no L-divisible subgroup, we
have an injection V 1N pXq ãÑ V
1
N pXqL. So V
1
NpXq is finite for regular curves
X.
Now one can proceed like [For15] Prp. 2.1. The claim for curves follows then
by taking the nomalization. For any other variety then one can let run a
curve through a given cycle after a suitable field extension. The image of the
curve is then still torsion.
The finite image in πgeo1 pXqpp
1q then comes from the finiteness of the p1-torsion
part of πab1 pXq by 4.9.
Theorem 4.13. Let F “ FN be a N-local field with complete discrete valu-
ation ring ON with final residue field characteristic p “ charpF0q. Let X be
a regular connected scheme proper over F of dimension d ě 0. Then V 1N pXq
and ker1 ρX are finite and the kernel ker ρX of the reciprocity map
ρX : SKNpXq Ñ π
ab
1 pXq
is the direct sum of a finite group and a group which is ℓ-divisible for every
ℓ ‰ p.
Furthermore, if d “ 1 then ker ρX is divisible by any prime ℓ ‰ p and the
cokernel can be decomposed
coker ρX – D ‘ H1pΓY ,ZLq,
where Y is the final fibre of inductively chosen simple normal crossing models
(1.9) and D is a uniquely ℓ-divsible group for any ℓ ‰ p. In particular,
coker ρX is ℓ-torsion free for any ℓ ‰ p.
Proof. Let L be the set of all primes not containing p. By 4.12 and 4.6 we
have that ker1 ρX Ď V 1N pXq is torsion of finite index. By [For15] Lem. 3.2 we
have that also pker1 ρXqL injects into V 1NpXqL with finite index. And since
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the torsion subgroups of πab1 pXqpp
1q and coker1 ρX are finite by 4.9 and using
higher local class field theory, again by [For15] Lem. 3.2 we have a exact
sequence
0Ñ pker1 ρXqL Ñ SK
1
NpXqL
1ρX
LÝÑ πab1 pXqL Ñ pcoker
1 ρXqL Ñ 0,
and the limit in 4.3 gives rise to a surjection
KH3pX,ZLq “ lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
KH3pX,Z{nq։ pker
1 ρXqL.
By 1.7 there is an alteration π : X 1 Ñ X such that X 1 is regular and the
generic fibre of a projective scheme Xˆ over the rank-N -valuation ring of F
with poly-quasi-semi-stable reduction. If we remove the finite number of
primes dividing the degree r :“ degpπq from L we by PB get a commutative
diagram of surjections (with Y :“ Xˆ0):
H2pΓY ,ZLq
„
KH3pX
1,ZLq // //

KH3pX,ZLq

pker1 ρX
1
qL // pker
1 ρXqL.
So the bottom map is a surjection. By 4.11 we see that the maps
V 1NpXqL Ðâ pker
1 ρXqL և pker
1 ρX
1
qL ãÑ V
1
NpX
1qL ãÑ . . . ãÑ V
1
0pY qL և V
1
0pY
r0sqL
are injective, surjective, resp., up to finite groups. And V 10pY
r0sqL is finite by
Bloch, Kato, Saito (cf. [KS86] Thm. 6.1 or [Ras95]).
The finite number of primes ℓ | r can be dealt with in the same way, but sep-
arately, by taking ℓ1-alterations 1.7. So it follows that V 1NpXqL and pker
1 ρXqL
are finite groups for the set L of all primes excluding p. Like in 4.12 V 1N pXq
injects into V 1NpXqL and therefore is finite as well.
Now consider the following diagram of exact sequences:
0 // C 
 //
 _

SKNpXqL-div _

ρXp // // πab1 pXqppq _

// D _

0 // ker ρX 
 //

SKNpXq

ρX // πab1 pXq

// // coker ρX //

0
0 // pker1 ρXqL
  // SKNpXqL
ρX
L //

πab1 pXqL

// // pcoker1 ρXqL //

0
D1 // 0 // 0,
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where C :“ ker ρXXSKNpXqL-div. For any ℓ ‰ p the ℓ-torsion-part of πab1 pXqL
is finite by 4.9. From [JS03] Lem. 7.7 then follows that SKN pXqL-div is L-
divisible. Since πab1 pXqppq is L-torsion free, also C is L-divisible. So ker ρ
X
is the direct sum of C and a subgroup of pker1 ρXqL, which is finite.
Now let X be a curve (d “ 1). Then KH3pX,ZLq and thus pker
1 ρXqL vanish,
so ker ρX “ C in the diagram above, which is L-divisible. Furthermore, we
have
pcoker1 ρXqL – KH2pX,ZLq – H1pΓY ,ZLq.
By the snake-lemma we get an exact sequence
πab1 pXqppq Ñ D Ñ D
1 Ñ 0.
By [For15] Lem. 3.4 (2) the group D1 is divisible. It follows that D is a
L-divisible group. Since H1pΓ,ZLq “ H1pΓ,Zq b ZL is a free ZL-module for
curves, we get
coker ρX – D ‘ H1pΓY ,ZLq.
Corollary 4.14. Let F be an N-local field with final residue characteristic
p “ charpF0q and X “
Ť
iXi a connected proper variety over F with regular
irreducible components Xi. Then V 1NpXq is finite.
Proof. This follows from 4.13 and 4.11.
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